Dusk to dawn sensor wiring diagram

I bought a photocell sensor on eBay after learning Lowes, Home Depot, and Walmart were either
out of stock on them or did not carry them. No problem, I thought, 3 wires and it should come
with instructions. It arrived, but with no instructions except on the little plastic part see second
photo. I am NOT an electrician, but usually can handle easy projects. If it had 2 wires, it should
be easy, but with I went online to instructables, Youtube, and a few other sites. Although I could
not find anything showing what I needed, I did gather enough to attempt it. Connect sensor's
black wire to black wire coming from house. Connect red sensor wire to light's black wire.
Connect all 3 white wires from house, from sensor and from light together. Now wasn't that
easy. Question 2 months ago. The lights are on day and night. I did try a flashlight. My photocell
only has two wires and they are white and black. How would you wire this up? I understand
your not an electrican, but would appreciate any help you could give me. Question 3 months
ago. I am trying to wire a photo cell to an outside light that is controlled by a light switch. The
line black is wired to the light switch and the line white is wired to the light. Another black
comes from the light switch to the fixture. How would I wire this outside at the light fixture. Very,
very helpful! That was very helpful. Like you, I searched and searched about the 3rd wire
connection; not till I found your post was I able to make it all work correct. Question 2 years ago
on Introduction. Hi there, I found your written instructions very helpful. I have two exterior lights
on each side of the garage, they were put in by an electrician 7 years after the house was built.
We got our house painted and the painters didn't wire the lights back the correct way. So, on
one side there is s light sensor and the other side there is not. The side with the sensor has a
red wire coming from the house , the side with out the sensor does not have a red wire. From
your instructions I see what to do with the side with the red wire but , what about the other
side? I have already wired it with black to black and white to white. How will it receive the signal
from the light with the sensor? Thank you. Answer 1 year ago. The red wire is the hot output
coming from Sensor ,so connect the black of each lite to the red that becomes hot when power
when. Reply 1 year ago. No lite is shining on photo eye redbecome electrified to feed black wire
of whatever trying to turn on and all whites get tied together. Question 1 year ago. I have a
photoelectric switch model v i put the black wire from the light to the black from the house and
the white to the red from the house there is no test switch on this light but it comes on and
stays on how do i make it go on and off its a motion light. UHi TerryH I am not an electrician. I
could find no instructions when I was hooking up mine so I experimented. It worked so I hooked
up several for friends the same way that is on my instructable. Sorry I cannot help. Black feed
from house to black on photo eye,red from eye to black of lite,then all three whites together. The
light switch should always remain in the on position for the photocell to operate automatically.
Turn the light switch off first to make sure the lights do in fact turn off to isolate the problem to
the wiring at the photocell or the photocell itself. If the lights remain on with the switch off
Highly doubtful you have something messed up. With the light switch on you need to test the
photo-eyes circuit. This type of photo-eye has electronics in it that increase the resistance and
stop the flow of electricity when light hits the sensor. Take a bright flashlight, laser etc and
shine it directly on the face of the photo-eye for a short time and the lights should go out. If they
don't go out you have a defective photoeye. If they do go out then the photo-eye is in a position
where it isn't receiving enough daylight to increase the internal resistance to shut off the
current flow thru the photo-eye thus turning off the lights. WIth the photo-eye removed from the
circuit, and if you have a ohm meter, you can test the ohms thru the black and red wire coming
out of the photoeye. When you shine light in the face of the photo-eye you should see a
increase in resistance and when you cover up the photo-eye the resistance should drop to close
to zero allowing current to pass. Hi BillR Your diagnosis is very good. On normal sunny days, it
turns the bulb off as it should. Reply 3 years ago. That is always a real possibility and most
likely the problem. I went on the assumption it was wired correctly because it is pretty straight
forward, but then again you never know for sure If it's staying on all the time then something's
done up wrong. It could just be some sensors turn on for a few mins when initially powered up
before turning off and waiting for the light level to drop enough to turn on. I had a photocell on
my exterior Christmas lights and if the cell was facing into the ground It would turn on much
sooner then when I turned it to face away from the ground or wall. So many variables that he
really needs to eliminate each problem and making sure its wired properly would be my first
step and then covering the sensor with tape or shinning a light into it to determine if the sensor
is actually working. I have one on the side of my house for some exterior lights and sure
enough the first one I got from the home center was in fact faulty. Noting worse then chasing a
problem when the problem is a bad from stock part that one assumes is or should be ok.
Question 2 years ago. Thanks for posting this. So, what do you do with the third wire I assume
the ground wire from the house? How would I get this to work on a usb light? Is USB too low
power for this to work? This light is a Uni tech with a vapor bulb and a plug in sensor, and

inside looks like a large capacitor is attached. By graydog Follow. More by the author:. Drapery
Sales to Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Dave Drummond Question 2
months ago. Answer Upvote. Reply Upvote. RonUlmer 1 year ago. LisaM Question 2 years ago
on Introduction. TerryH Question 1 year ago. MichaelE6E graydog Reply 1 year ago. BillR85 4
years ago. I will assume the lights do go out when the switch is off. Photo-eyes are pretty
reliable and durable, still most likely cause is that its defective. Hope this helps. BillR85
sephiroth Reply 3 years ago. Always possible that its too shaded where its at tricking the
sensor into turning on. StevenHFinch Question 2 years ago. This pictorial diagram shows us a
physical connection that is much easier to understand in an electrical circuit or system. An
electrical diagram can indicate all the interconnections, indicating their relative positions. The
use of this Array can be positively recognized in a production project or in solving electrical
problems. This can prevent a lot of damage that even derail electrical plans. The layout
facilitates communication between electrical engineers designing electrical circuits and
implementing them. The pictures are also helpful in making repairs. It shows whether the
installation has been appropriately designed and implemented while confirming the safety
regulators. A usually gives information about the relative position and arrangement of devices
and terminals on the devices, to help in building or servicing the device. This is unlike a
schematic diagram, where the arrangement of the components interconnections on the diagram
usually does not correspond to the components physical locations in the finished device. A
pictorial would show more detail of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a
more symbolic notation to emphasize interconnections over physical appearance. They only
provide general information and cannot be used to repair or examine a circuit. The functions of
different equipment used within the circuit get presented with the help of a schematic diagram
whose symbols generally include vertical and horizontal lines. However, these lines are known
to show the flow of the system rather than its wires. A represents the original and physical
layout of electrical interconnections. Wiring on the picture with different symbols shows the
exact location of equipment in the whole circuit. Its components are shown by the pictorial to be
easily identifiable. They are often photos attached with highly-detailed drawings or labels of the
physical components. A person with a strong knowledge of electrical wiring diagrams can only
understand a pictorial. Post Light Dusk To Dawn Photocell Sensor Wiring Diagram The layout
facilitates communication between electrical engineers designing electrical circuits and
implementing them. Dusk to dawn photocell switch installation - YouTubeYouTube. ITAppunti
partigiani. Wiring a Photo cell. The bulb is new, and a new switch. I have volts in the bulb
socket, but the light will not light up. Could it be transformer not putting out enough power to
light bulb, or what? Estimated Time: Depends on personal level experience working with
electrical wiring, the number of lights that will be replaced or installed and access to the light
fixtures. Precaution: Identify the lighting circuit or power source, turn it OFF and Tag it with a
Note before working with the electrical wiring and light fixture connections. Notice: Installing
additional electrical wiring for outdoor lighting should be done according to local and national
electrical codes with a permit and be inspected. Installing dusk to dawn light fixtures can be
pretty straight forward, but every once and a while there may be a problem. Lets take a look at a
list of check you can make to help get your dusk to dawn light fixture installed and working :.
Installing motion detector lighting fixtures provide security and energy savings and they can
easily replace an existing exterior wall fixture. Light Switch Wiring. Fully explained pictures and
wiring diagrams about wiring light switches describing the most common switches starting with
photo diagram 1. For more information about Troubleshooting Troubleshooting
Troubleshooting Electrical Wiring Licensed Electrician Reveals the Secrets of Successful
Electrical Troubleshooting Methods used to solve the majority of the home electrical problems
and wiring failures encountered. I had wired it as a light switch in the line. The black wires with
the photo cell in the middle connected the black wire from the power source and to the fixture.
The green wire to ground of course and I capped off the blue wire. It worked, at least for a while.
I know wiring can often be routed many ways. Will this continue to work? What is the downside
of my method? Hi Daniel, From what you have described the previous Lutron switch may have
been a 3-way switch, therefore the light fixture may be controlled by two or more switches. With
this in mind the operation of the photo control will be affected by any other switch within the
circuit. It would be best to completely identify the switching circuity in order to make the wiring
modifications which will enable you to wire the photo control to become the one source of
control for the light fixture. I hope this helps you, Dave. I recently replaced bulb and sensor for
dusk to dawn light. It still does not work. I checked my connections and have power where I
connected the wires together. This has me at wits end. I am thinking about installing a whole
new unit. Thank You, Ken. Hi Ken, The higher watt lamp may be the problem, so try installing
lamps with the original specified watt size as recommended by the manufacturer. I hope this

helps to get your light working, Dave. Coming from the dusk to dawn sensor there are red and
white wires. Can you please tell me where does the red wire get connected to? There is a Black
wire, White wire and Brown wire coming out of my home electric which is standard. I connected
the white wire from the dusk sensor to the white wire coming out of my home with along with
electric wires from light but have no idea which wire the red one is supposed to be attached to
for proper connection. Thank you in advance. Hi Jack, Typically a volt dusk to dawn sensor has
three wires: The white neutral wire which connects to the power source neutral and the light
fixture neutral, a black wire which connects to the power source black wire, and a red wire
which connects to the black wire of the light fixture. The ground wires are all connected
together. Please verify these wiring connections with the wiring diagram which came with your
specific light fixture and dusk to dawn sensor. I hope this helps, Dave. I am trying to wire in
dusk to dawn switch to 3 outdoor lights on a single light switch. I know I can wire a single dawn
to dusk switch into each light separately which seems to work. My question is can I wire a
single dusk to dawn switch that will control all 3 lights? Hi Joe, A dusk to dawn switch should
provide the volt and watt ratings which are the safe limitations of the device. The documentation
supplied with the switch will also provide the application information and wiring connections
which are specific for that unit. I have an outdoor post lamp with 3-bulbs which is sharing a
circuit breaker with lights to my gazebo. Only 2 of the mini florescent bulbs are lighting at dusk.
While trouble shooting one lamp I noticed that the socket is not working. This would be the 2nd
lamp not working in two days. Is it recommended to put 3 of these Dusk Til Dawn fixtures on
one circuit? To prove this you may try replacing the CFL lamps with incandescent or halogen
lamps of the specified watt rating. If the circuit were to become overloaded with these additional
lights then the breaker would trip off. Hi, I have a powerlite, starlux range, model GPS70, there is
a red wire coming from the light sensor with a connection block attached what wire should I
connect to this block? Regards billy. I recently purchased a new outdoor post light. The post
has an outlet and dusk to dawn light. When I originally installed it following the schematic I
thought. The light came on when the power was turned on. When it became dark the fuse had
blown. I made sure nothing had come loose and wrapped all caps and ends with electrical tape
and then the same thing happened. I must have them wired incorrectly. Could you please
provide a schematic or help. Bill Novick. Hi Bill, My guess is that the photocell has been wired
incorrectly or there is a pinched or shorted wire within the wiring. Make sure the Line and Load
wiring of the photocell is correct and double check all the wiring and make sure the wires are
not pinched where the post light fixture attaches to the post. Sometimes the length or wire is
long and can become pinched when the light fixture is mounted. Name required. Email will not
be published required. Get a Quick Reply! Ask an Electrical Question. Daniel says:. April 18, at
pm. Dave Rongey says:. April 19, at pm. Ken Bryan says:. September 21, at am. October 2, at
pm. Jack says:. March 17, at pm. March 18, at am. Joe McVein says:. February 19, at pm. T
Moore says:. August 20, at am. August 20, at pm. March 10, at am. November 23, at pm.
November 27, at pm. Click here to cancel reply. How to Install Wiring in a Basement. Estimated
Time: Depends on personal level experience, ability to work with tools, work with electrical
wiring, and the available access to the project area. Important: Modifying existing electrical
circuits or installing additional electrical wiring should be done according to local and National
Electrical Codes, with a permit and be inspected. With such an illustrative guidebook, you are
going to be able to troubleshoot, avoid, and complete your projects without difficulty. Not just
will it enable you to achieve your desired outcomes quicker, but also make the complete
procedure simpler for everybody. This guide can prove to become the right device for all those
who desire to produce a well-organized and well-planned functioning surroundings. Wiring
Diagram will come with numerous easy to follow Wiring Diagram Directions. These guidelines
will probably be easy to understand and apply. With this particular guide, you may be in a
position to see how every element should be related as well as the actual steps you need to
consider to be able to efficiently complete a specific job. Wiring Diagram consists of numerous
detailed illustrations that display the link of varied things. It consists of guidelines and diagrams
for different varieties of wiring techniques as well as other products like lights, windows, and so
on. Each one of these ideas are illustrated with practical examples. Wiring Diagram not only
offers detailed illustrations of whatever you can do, but in addition the procedures you ought to
adhere to whilst performing so. Not just are you able to find various diagrams, however you
also can get step-by-step instructions to get a particular undertaking or subject that you would
wish to know more about. It will allow you to master various ways to sophisticated problems.
Furthermore, Wiring Diagram provides you with the time body during which the assignments
are for being accomplished. You will be in a position to know precisely once the p
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rojects should be completed, that makes it much easier to suit your needs to effectively control
your time and efforts. Wiring diagram also provides useful suggestions for projects that may
demand some additional equipment. This book even consists of ideas for extra supplies that
you might want in order to complete your projects. It will likely be in a position to supply you
with additional equipment like conductive tape, screwdrivers, wire nuts, and so on. Wiring
Diagram includes the two illustrations and step-by-step guidelines that will enable you to
definitely actually develop your venture. This is useful for the two the folks and for
professionals that are looking to learn more regarding how to set up a functioning environment.
Wiring Diagrams are created to be easy to know and easy to build. Moreover, this book provides
useful suggestions for a lot of various tasks that you simply will likely be in a position to
complete. Wiring A Photo Cell. Photocell Wiring Diagram Pdf Gallery.

